
, rld.Commuaism iiaia saps. cbeckid by ital1i s Action os the part nf
IM Ire atto*s will evestusily t,1U*tS the whole world at 1ieo a1j.such

as sever bees tsrtaioed 0* 50 l*rai seal.

0&jY & person who is determined net to believe it, cia possibly, doubt the

poss of the Soviet rulers to gain complete control of the entire world. Never

pausing is their aggression, save when faced with superior power, they cometsatly sad
have

ruthlessly/pushed forward. One after another, by deceit, by fraud, or by outright

aggression, they have taken the nations of eastern urop. sad. of northern Asia. They

will make say sort of a compromise of a deal to gain their sad, Once they have gained

their points pacts sad promises mesa absolutely nothing to them. They agreed at

Potsdaa that Germany should be adatsistered as one unit, with sack of the four powers

edsinistutag its separate area. and .11 cooperating is the overall gor*ms*t of the

country. Yet, sliest immediately, they put an Iran Curtain around eastern GoraW.

forced its citises. to hear a constant barrage of Communistic propaganda, and

imprisoned, brutally tortured, or sailed to Siberia those who showed lack of interest La

the Commusietto Ideology* Thousands of people were forced to work in the ursnta mis..,

at great constant danger of their lives, to produce the material with. which to overthrow

ringsthe free world. 'S.be4as rings have, been discovered ii one after another of our free

utica., and it would be foolhardy indeed to say that others we not still active.

There can be so doubt that the inexcusable aggression of Worth Korea Into South

Korea was under orders from the Kremlin. The bag continued discussions at Pamaunjom

give evidence of the purpose of the Oist.. Moving their force 5 from Korea, they

tiedietely assailed tado China. Nothing is safe from their attack.

N"vs comes cut from Øh4 of the constant propaganda that to being pit into the

mind* of the young 0hi*s., to fill them with hatred against the free nations, am

particularly against the United States. When a supply of nuclar weapon. equal to our

owe or superior i. laid up, there is nothing to stop their use of them, say, the

qosttoa as to whether they are certain to succeed. With nearly half a billion people
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